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Abstract

OpenEssayist is an automated writing evaluation system (AWE) designed to provide immediate textual and graphical feedback to students to help them improve their academic writing. One of the graphical visualisations as part of OpenEssayist, (named a ‘rainbow diagram’), illustrates how well the key concepts within the writing are connected. The rainbow diagram element has been subjected to research by Whitelock et al., (2014), who determined that participants could identify patterns across the diagrams, identifications which corresponded to essays awarded low-grade or high-grade marks by tutors. The research reported as part of this paper is a follow-on study, developed to determine how participants might use the rainbow diagram to improve academic writing. Thirteen (n=13) PhD students were interviewed face-to-face whilst an eye-tracker recorded their gaze on a rainbow diagram produced from an example of their own writing. The current work confirms that students can use rainbow diagrams to identify content that corresponds to high-grade and low-grade work in essay writing. Building on Whitelock’s research, the study also shows that the rainbow diagram can be used further, to enable students to understand coherence and structure within academic writing, and to facilitate reflection on what actions should be taken to improve their writing.
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1. Introduction

Academic writing can be challenging as it involves the development of ideas and the translation of those ideas into text, in ways which conform to the style and convention of a student’s subject area (Torrance et al., 1994). Related to this, students require support to improve academic writing skills; furthermore, surveys
often express student dissatisfaction with the type of assignment feedback that they receive (Nicol, 2010). However, the changed economies of scale within higher education, due to increased student numbers, mean that tutors are generally unlikely to have contact time available to navigate and respond to these expectations (Field et al., 2013). One alternative can be to provide automated feedback generated independently of the tutor. However, as Stevenson & Phakiti (2014) point out, there is only modest evidence available to suggest that automated feedback can improve students’ writing. This study seeks to add to that evidence, by looking at whether a new form of automated graphical visualisation – showing the coherence and structure of academic writing – can provide feedback to help students reflect on ways that writing might be improved. Interpretation of this graphic feedback, (called a ‘rainbow diagram’), requires students to identify compactness and graphic outliers. To establish where students looked whilst doing this, an eye-tracker was used.

Assignment feedback in higher education traditionally consists of comments provided by a tutor, for the student to read and retrospectively reflect on (Nicol, 2020). Nicol, (2010) observes that research suggests a need to improve the quality of this type of feedback. Nonetheless, whether comments are given formatively, as a student is drafting, or summatively, after the writing has been submitted, comments alone do not lead to improvement. A student needs to compare their work with the comments and generate internal feedback (Nicol, 2019), from which they can then make improvements as part of their approach to writing (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). Thus feedback can be seen as a dialogue between teacher and student where learning is constructed through a cycle of feedback and reflection (Askew & Lodge, 2000). Research shows that the growth in student numbers presents a challenge to the provision of tutor feedback. Furthermore, surveys of students consistently find that satisfaction with feedback provision ranks lower than other features of their course (Nicol, 2010). With this in mind, feedback from an automated writing evaluation (AWE) system might be able to help, by providing the necessary stimulus for students to constructively and proactively engage with feedback on their writing.

AWE systems are a form of ‘learning system’, the development of which has been facilitated by advances in natural language processing (NLP). The ability of a computer program to interpret the meaning of text now facilitates a more complex analysis of language, which in turn can enhance the automated marking of essay assignments (Shermis & Burstein, 2013). Indeed NLP has been identified as one of the most successful methods for analysing writing (Shum et al., 2016). Consequently, many different AWE systems have been developed, such as Criterion (Burstein et al., 2003); WriteToLearn (Landauer, 2003); and, OpenEssayist (Field et al., 2013). One of the challenges of AWE development is establishing meaningful and accessible ways of displaying complex NLP data in a user-friendly way. Ware (2013) identifies that a good way of comprehending such complex data is through visualisations. While Whitelock et al., (2014) observe that such comprehension can occur through pattern identification, users must also understand the patterns within the context of the task that they are undertaking. Thus, when visualisations are used to provide feedback on academic writing it is important that users can not only interpret the patterns but also use them to improve their work.

Picking up on this, my work here reports the findings of a small study which set out to investigate whether the graphical visualisation feedback within OpenEssayist (the rainbow diagram) can be interpreted by students in ways that facilitate reflection on the coherence of their academic writing, with a view to improving it.

OpenEssayist

OpenEssayist is an automated formative feedback system designed to provide feedback to help students improve their academic writing when no other

---

1 Please see page 3 ‘What is a rainbow diagram?’ for an explanation of compactness and graphic outliers.
feedback is available. The feedback is intended to encourage students to reflect on the content and structure of their writing. *OpenEssayist* does this by providing feedback on essay content and structure through text and graphic visualisations (Whitelock et al., 2013). Following reflection, a student would re-draft the essay as required and then re-submit it to *OpenEssayist* to obtain further feedback. The cycle of feedback and submission continues until the student is confident that their draft meets the assignment criteria and submits it for summative assessment (Whitelock et al., 2015). Therefore *OpenEssayist*, instead of suggesting detailed correction for an essay, facilitates reflection on what has been written by the writer (Whitelock, 2018). This self-evaluative approach accords with what Beaumont et al., (2011) see as the fundamental aim of feedback, the development of a student’s capacity for self-regulated learning. Within *OpenEssayist* a new type of graphic feedback is offered, called a rainbow diagram; this helps the reflective process by showing how well key concepts within the essay are connected. The rainbow diagram has been the subject of research by Whitelock et al., (2014) who found that participants could determine – through comparison of the diagrams – essays that were awarded low-grade or high-grade marks by tutors. As such my paper here details a follow-on study developed to enhance Whitelock et al.’s research, to further explore the ways in which participants might use the rainbow diagram to improve their own academic writing.

What is a Rainbow Diagram?

The rainbow diagram is a graph which provides a visualisation of the interconnectedness of sentences within an essay, thereby providing an overall indication of essay coherence (see Figures 1 and 2 below). Each node (or dot) in the rainbow diagram represents a sentence within the essay which has some relevant words in common with at least two other sentences (Whitelock et al., 2014). The node which represents the first sentence in the essay will be violet and the node which represents the last sentence will be red. The nodes in-between change through the colours of the rainbow such that sentences towards the beginning of the essay will be shades of violet and sentences towards the end of the essay will be shades of red. An algorithm places a connecting line between one node and another node when the same relevant word appears in the sentence represented by each node (Whitelock et al., 2014). The algorithm compares the sentences with each other and derives a value representing their interconnectedness. That value determines how close the node representing one sentence is, in the diagram, to the node representing the other, linked, sentence (Whitelock et al., 2014). In a well-structured essay the nodes will be close to each other and nodes of similar colours tend to be grouped near each other towards the centre of the diagram (see Figure 1). This is because the sentences associated with the introduction (violet nodes) are grouped near to the nodes associate with the conclusion (red nodes) (Whitelock et al., 2014). In a less well-structured essay the nodes will tend to be more dispersed with the red nodes towards the outside of the diagram and the violet nodes toward the centre (see Figure 2). Early drafts of an essay might have more dispersed nodes. Each time an essay is redrafted and refined the nodes in the rainbow diagram should become more central, thereby suggesting the drafting has improved structure and coherence of the essay (Whitelock et al., 2014).

*Figure 1 High-grade essay*
What is Eye-Tracking?

This study made use of Tobii eye-tracking equipment situated in a laboratory at The Open University. Eye-tracking devices can provide a dynamic record of where an individual looks on a computer screen (Poole & Ball, 2006) and are widely used to record eye-dwell time on areas of interest (Hogarth et al., 2008). Two eye-tracker data outputs were used, the ‘gaze plot’ and ‘heat map’. The gaze plot is a visualisation which shows which points on a visualisation are viewed, the order in which they are viewed and for how long they are viewed (see Figure 3). It is a dynamic plot and builds up as a participant views the screen. Each gaze point is represented by a circle and the larger the circle the longer the gaze time. The heat map is also a dynamic visualisation. It uses colouration to show where on the rainbow diagram a participant gazed most (see Figure 4) and thus identifies what most drew a participant’s attention.

Eye-tracking can be used to determine where participants look during the interpretation of graphics (Mayer, 2010). To interpret the rainbow diagram, students had to identify which nodes were well connected and which were not. Use of the eye-tracker produced a record of where participants looked when undertaking this process. The data gathered was also used as stimulus for participants’ verbal reflection on why they looked where they did.

Research Questions

The study objective was to explore whether the rainbow diagram could help students reflect on the
coherence of their writing. It sought to do this through three research questions (RQ):

RQ1: Can graphical feedback from a rainbow diagram help students reflect on the coherence of their academic writing?

RQ2: What barriers do students perceive to using the rainbow diagram?

RQ3: Can an eye-tracker help understanding of where students’ look on a rainbow diagram?

2. Method

Participants were drawn from full-time PhD students at the Centre for Research in Education and Educational Technology (CREET) at the Open University. Invitations were sent to 47 students, of whom 13 agreed to participate in the research. To maintain anonymity students are referred to by research participant numbers, for example RP 23.

The research method consisted of three parts. Part 1 introduced students to the principals of the rainbow diagram through a paper-based exercise. After reading a brief introduction to the rainbow diagram participants were provided with a folder containing four sections. Each section contained examples of four rainbow diagrams of the same grade:

- Section 1 - high-grade essays
- Section 2 – low-grade essays
- Section 3 – medium-grade essays
- Section 4 - Stanford Booth prize essays (i.e. very good essays).

The rainbow diagrams used for the high, medium and low-grade essay examples, were from essays used for research undertaken by Whitelock, et al., (2014). They were written by participants drawn from a subject panel2 maintained by The Open University’s Department of Psychology. The Stanford Booth prize competition essays were drawn from essays submitted for consideration in the competitions held in 2006 and 2007. The length of the Stanford Booth prize essays was slightly reduced to comply with the word limit for submission to OpenEssayist. The coherence of the Stanford Booth prize essays was such that despite the reduction in length, the rainbow diagrams produced were densely connected with a core of overlapping nodes.

In part 1 participants were asked to use what they had learnt from the introductory document to identify which section within the folder contained examples illustrating which type of essay. They were provided with written instructions for completing the exercise and an answer grid (see Figure 5).

Table 1 details the rating criteria for the rainbow diagram used by the participants. The criteria were the same as that used by Whitelock et al., (2018).

---

2 The ‘subject panel’ was a list of volunteers who had indicated in advance that they were happy to be approached to participate in research.
Table 1: Rating criteria for rainbow diagrams (Whitelock et al., 2018)

Whilst deciding, students were asked to ‘think aloud’ (van Someren et al., 1994) and explain their thought processes for determining which set of rainbow diagrams represented which category of essay. Semi-structured questions were used to clarify and probe their reasoning.

For part 2 of the research, students provided a piece of their own academic writing which was copied into OpenEssayist to produce a rainbow diagram. Students were asked to view the rainbow diagram of their work and used a ‘think aloud’ protocol to explain how they interpreted the feedback and how they might use it to improve their work. If required, the student’s explanation and reasoning was probed and clarified using semi-structured questions. The rainbow diagram was displayed on a computer monitor fitted with an eye-tracker. During viewing of the rainbow diagram, the eye-tracker recorded where on the diagram the students’ gazed, how long they gazed for and the track they took from one gaze point to another. The eye-tracking data enabled triangulation (Cohen et al., 2011) of interview data and facilitated richer recall data in part 3 of the study.

Part 3 of the interview was a period of stimulated recall (Gass & MacKey, 2000) when the eye-tracking gaze plot and heat map were shown to the student. Through contextual semi-structured interviews, students were asked to recall their thoughts as to why their gaze went to the points on the rainbow diagram that it did and what they were thinking at that time. Students were also asked semi-structured questions about the usefulness to them of the rainbow diagram for reviewing their academic writing.

The interview data from the research was analysed using Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six phase thematic analysis process: data familiarisation; coding; generation of themes; reviewing themes; defining and naming themes; writing up. Coding followed Braun and Clarke’s (2019 p.594) inductive approach and was based on the researcher’s interpretation of the semantic content of the data. It was undertaken using NVivo software. Subsequently the codes were grouped into themes.

The part 1 exercise sought data for RQ 1 and 2. The part 2 and 3 exercises sought data for RQ 1-3.

3. Findings and Discussion

This section presents and discusses the research findings. It identifies the outcome of the part 1 exercise, introduces five themes which emerged from a thematic analysis of the interview data from all three parts of the study and then discusses the eye-tracking data and how it triangulated the interview data.

Part 1 of the research followed a pattern similar to that of Whitelock et al., (2014): students were asked to identify which section within a folder represented which of the high, medium, low and Stanford Booth Prize essay types. Of the 13 participants, 11 correctly identified which section in the folder represented which type of essay (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Correct Responses for Section 1</th>
<th>Correct Responses for Section 2</th>
<th>Correct Responses for Section 3</th>
<th>Correct Responses for Section 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N=13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Student responses to the identification exercise for the four different types of rainbow diagrams

Individual participant responses are shown in Table 3 (Figure 5 [above] details the letter meanings).
Table 3 Participant responses for the part 1 exercise

Students were asked to ‘think aloud’ whilst conducting the exercise and to explain their reasoning for making the choices they did. Participants tended to make visual comparisons between the rainbow diagrams to determine which ones were the most densely clustered and therefore represented the higher-grade essays. Some participants found it more challenging than others to differentiate the medium grade essays from the high-grade essays, although all students did this. Two students were unable to distinguish the high-grade essays from the Stanford Booth prize essays, as the rainbow diagram pattern for both essay types was tightly clustered. This result differs from that of Whitelock et al., (2014) where all participants correctly determined which rainbow diagrams related to which type of essay. However, as the Stanford Booth prize essays are also ‘high-grade essays’, it is perhaps not surprising that two participants did not distinguish between them.

The theme suggested that from reading a short one-page introductory document it was possible for students to understand which pattern of rainbow diagram represented which type of essay. Students also made comparisons during part 2 of the study. A common pattern was for participants to think back to part 1 and make use of the knowledge about what the different node clusterings on a rainbow diagram might mean. For instance, RP.25 said,

‘Oh, it looks like, following the previous instructions, a kind of a medium because you have quite a lot of red dots in the middle, some of them are spread around, and the violets are near the middle’.

From these comments, it appeared RP.25 was using the knowledge gained from the part 1 exercise to interpret their own academic writing. RP.30 commented that:

‘It’s about what I expected to see, there is very little connection between the beginning and the end though they are moderately grouped. Obviously if you are believing the premise of the software you should be driving everything towards the centre and linking your intro to your conclusions and your [main] body and making all the dots pile up on top of each other’.

RP.30’s comments inferred they were able to visualise what they thought a rainbow diagram of their work would look like having completed the part 1 exercise. During part 3 of the research, participants reviewed the eye-tracking heat map and gaze plot whilst commenting on why they had been looking where they did on the rainbow diagram. For example, RP.28 commented:

‘I mostly look at the centre because I was trying to identify how many red spots I have and how many violets spots I have, if they are close to each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
other and if there are a lot of links between them, so yes that's the main reason'.

This suggested that students, having read a short one-page introduction to the rainbow diagram, were following the instructions provided to interpret it. It also suggested that students were using the knowledge from the part 1 exercise to interpret the rainbow diagram of their own writing.

**Theme - Writing Confidence**

There were several areas in which use of the rainbow diagram feedback might be able to improve student confidence in the coherence of their academic writing. For six of the 13 students English was not their first language. Several of these participants suggested that the rainbow diagram could give confidence they had written a coherent piece of work in English. RP.28 commented:

‘I think it could be really useful for my writing. Not being a native speaker that’s one of the things that I’m struggling with. Writing is one of the things that I find difficult’.

RP.28 was asked if they thought there might be some benefit to students with English as a 2nd language in using a tool like OpenEssayist. They replied:

‘Yes, definitely yes because, so academic writing in [...] is quite different with, actually it’s totally different with academic writing in English. In [...] academic writing has to do with very very long and philosophical sentences while in English you need to be very precise, very short’.

The data suggested that students whose first language is English can also gain confidence in the coherence of their writing from the rainbow diagram. For instance, RP.24 commented:

‘based on the diagrams that I saw in the previous one as well, like I'm happy it would be within the top two categories of, that we were shown in comparison so yeah, with those as my point of reference I am quite happy with the way that this essay turned out’.

Some participants however, had doubts about the extent to which the rainbow diagram could give confidence in the cohesiveness of their writing. RP.33 said:

‘and I'm sure once you get used to looking at these things you might feel better about it but as an instant piece of, it is something that needs to whack you in the face, then it's not doing it for me yet’.

Thus they acknowledged that with further experience they might gain confidence from rainbow diagram feedback, but they were not there yet. This comment is understandable, as the participant’s knowledge of the rainbow diagram was limited to what they had learnt in the part 1 exercise. RP.32 suggested that the rainbow diagram might be useful for developing the confidence of 1st and perhaps 2nd year undergraduate students who were learning academic writing. They said:

‘if you are just starting to learn how to write essays I think you should definitely start with learning about the structure and it’s also easy to write about anything in the world, having the rainbow in your mind you remember that you need to stay on topic and make sure that every paragraph is linked to what you said before’.

**Theme – Academic Writing Skills**

This theme pulls together a range of potential benefits for academic writing of using the rainbow diagram. One potential benefit is assistance to students with learning disabilities. RP.34 commented that:

‘people with learning disabilities, if there is a common thread that they can follow that is going to make it 10 times easier for them and this I think helps with that, which is quite interesting, not sure if it’s anything they ever thought of using before for accessibility.’

However it is acknowledged that, particularly for students who have colour vision impairment, the rainbow diagram in its current format will present some challenges. One objective of OpenEssayist
feedback is to help students to become self-regulated learners. This was acknowledged by RP.27 who said:

‘Okay I can see the rainbow diagram as a tool for self-assessment where it’s not the teacher who’s telling me you did this, look at that, but it’s me more making some inferences looking at the diagram by my own means and trying to work it out then if I make sense of it’.

Echoing this RP.34 said:

‘I think it’s such a good tool to have even like, even for at our level where we are writing a thesis. I’m sure it just makes it so much easier to read the, for the reader, it makes more sense as you are going through’.

Participants who saw themselves as visual learners commented favourably on the rainbow diagram feedback. For example, RP.27 stated:

‘for me I always consider myself more visual, so when I see a graph that represents the structure of my essay how do sentences like meaning and semantics align with the structure […] it is a very good advantage’.

Theme – Comprehension of Rainbow Diagram.

The fourth group of codes came together under the theme of understanding and using the rainbow diagram. Some participants had mixed views on how easy the rainbow diagram is to understand. For example, RP.35 commented:

‘think in terms of how busy the diagram is and it’s quite easy to interpret, the closer together nodes the more coherent your writing is so that is pretty straightforward’.

However, they also went on to say that:

‘In terms of the different colours and connections between the dots I’m not quite sure’.

Thus while it might be fairly straightforward to predict whether an essay is of a high, medium or low-grade based on the closeness of the nodes, and also thereby assess the cohesiveness of the essay, it is perhaps more challenging to interpret the connections of colours between violet and red and what these mean for the coherence of the essay where, for example, there is a green shaded outlier node on the diagram. Perhaps unsurprisingly therefore, most students commented that they wished to be able to click on a node and receive information about which sentence within their writing the node represented. Several students pointed out that users would need a level of training to understand and use the rainbow diagram to improve academic writing. RP.24 pointed out that it would be important to train users on how to interpret the patterns. They commented:

‘I think it’s just a different tool, as long as you know how to interpret it it’s fine’.

RP.29 similarly identified the need for training, suggesting that:

‘I think if people had that prior training that I have just done then they could look at that and they could really draw some beneficial conclusions from it’.

Thus, where participants found it challenging to distinguish between some of the rainbow diagram graphs, they thought this was something which could be overcome with training and experience of use.

Theme – Barriers and Openings

Not all participants thought that the rainbow diagram feedback would assist them. For example, RP.26 commented that:

‘I don’t think I’d find it particularly useful, I think that’s just me really. I don’t find it very intuitive in terms of how to interpret it’.

However, they did also go on to say:

‘I think if you saw it as an animated effect, rather than a static image at the end, so you saw how your argument was being built up […] you can see that you are making the connections’.

To some extent this observation reflects a limitation in the way part 2 of the study was
constructed, as participants reviewed work they had already completed. OpenEssayist does facilitate the viewing of each draft as a rainbow diagram as it is completed and permits a comparison between the rainbow diagrams of each draft. This enables users to see that they are making the connections required within the work.

To improve the feedback, RP.33 commented that they would like to have a percentage score for the cohesiveness of the rainbow diagram graph, with 100% for a perfectly interconnected and cohesive graph. They said:

‘what I’d really like the rainbow diagram to do is give me a percentage, give me a mark or something because this is a whole like mass of interconnections, and it’s not very interpretable [...] so what I wanted to say, okay based on all of these criteria you have scored 89% in your rainbow diagram or something like’.

Overall participants thought that the rainbow diagram provided a good visual clue as to the cohesiveness of their academic writing. Furthermore, they showed an understanding of how they could improve their writing using the rainbow diagram. Importantly, the outlying nodes of the rainbow diagram encouraged participants to reflect on their writing to identify the lack of interconnectedness which had caused the outlier, which they felt would facilitate an improvement in their writing. Whilst participants were generally able to interpret the rainbow diagram feedback and use it to make some suggestions as to how they might improve their academic writing, they also viewed the rainbow diagram critically and made suggestions as to what would improve it for them.

Eye-Tracking Data Findings

Whilst undertaking part 2 of the study students had their eye movement recorded by an eye-tracker. This provided a visual indication of where participants were looking to compare with what they said about where they were looking whilst ‘thinking aloud’. The heat maps universally showed that students’ attention was attracted most to the centre of the rainbow diagram (see Figures 6 and 7 [below] for examples).

![Figure 6 Heat map for RP 29](image)

![Figure 7 Heat map for RP 32](image)

The gaze plots showed that students tended to initially look at the centre of the rainbow diagram. Their gaze then moved to look at an outlier node before moving to look back to the centre of the rainbow diagram. This pattern then tended to be repeated for other outlier nodes. The interviews confirmed that participants looked at the centre of the rainbow diagram to assess its compactness, then the outlier nodes to assess the interconnectedness of their work. For example, RP.23 said:

‘So I think I started looking at the central bit because I thought it was quite dense then I started looking at the outer elements of where there are kind of a few nodes on the outside of things, I was probably there trying to fix on the connections
about how strong they were and where they were linking to’.

The heat maps, along with the gaze plots and participant interviews, evidence that the rainbow diagrams were interpreted systematically by participants. They looked at the centre of the rainbow diagram to determine how tightly clustered the nodes were, and therefore how cohesive their writing was. They then looked at the outlier nodes and their connections to the central nodes to determine how connected the outlier nodes were and decide what changes were required to make their writing more cohesive. An element of that process involved determining, via the colour of the node, where in their writing the sentences represented by outlier nodes were.

4. Summary of Findings

The part 1 exercise demonstrated that students were able to distinguish between high, medium and low-grade essays. Though two participants did not distinguish the Stanford Booth prize essays from high grade essays, overall the result of the exercise reflected the findings of Whitelock et al., (2014) that students are able to use the rainbow diagram to distinguish between the essay types.

Part 2 of the study added to the research of Whitelock et al., (2014) and showed that students can use their understanding of a rainbow diagram to review the coherence and structure of their writing and reflect on how they might improve it. How participants described their review of the rainbow diagram was triangulated by eye-tracking data, which was discussed with participants in part 3 of the study. This showed that participants tended to review the rainbow diagram systematically, their gaze going from the centre to outlier nodes then back to centre.

The study answered RQ 1 by showing that rainbow diagram feedback can help students reflect on the structure and coherence of their writing. It enabled students to recognise when their writing was less well constructed, consider how it might be improved and identify what an improvement might look like on a rainbow diagram. The rainbow diagram therefore has the potential to provide feedback to improve academic writing and give confidence that writing is well written.

In answer to RQ 2, the study identified no substantial barriers to using the rainbow diagram. After reading a brief introductory document, students were able to understand the graphic and use it to interpret their writing, though one student did state they did not find the rainbow diagram particularly intuitive and made suggestions as to how it could be improved for them. The study answered RQ 3 by showing that eye-tracking can reveal where students looked on the rainbow diagram. The data triangulated students’ verbal explanations and facilitated stimulated recall as to why students looked where they did.

5. Study Limitations and Further Research

There are several potential limitations to the findings of this study. A possible limitation of part 1 was that the printed rainbow diagrams of the Stanford Booth prize essays were produced from an electronic source, whereas the other three essay types were photocopies of previously printed rainbow diagrams. The difference was evident as the electronic source of the Stanford Booth prize essays produced a clearer print. This could possibly suggest those rainbow diagrams came from a different source. Several participants commented on difference in print clarity. However as, with two exceptions, all students commented on extreme compactness of the Stanford Booth prize essay rainbow diagrams, it is assessed that the effect of the print clarity on the result was negligible.

Part 2 of the research indicated students were able to interpret the rainbow diagram and use it to make suggestions as to how they might improve their academic writing. A limitation of this finding is that students were commenting on academic writing which they had already written, whereas the rainbow diagram feedback is designed to help students at the drafting stage of writing. The participants did not, therefore, interpret their writing in the true context of automated formative feedback. Furthermore, their knowledge of the academic writing submitted might
be dated and not readily recalled. Indeed, a potential limitation of the think-aloud method is that only information which enters a person’s short-term memory can be processed verbally (Ericsson and Simon, 1980). Nonetheless students did analyse their writing using the rainbow diagram and made suggestions as to how it could be used to improve it. Further research will obtain data from students who have used the rainbow diagram whilst drafting an assignment and explore the extent to which the rainbow diagram can provide feedback on different types of academic writing. Such data will provide a more robust evaluation of the usefulness of the rainbow diagram to students.

6. Conclusion

This study has followed on from the research of Whitelock et al., (2014) and explored how students might use the rainbow diagram to improve their academic writing. Thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) was used to examine the data and five themes were identified from this process. Overall analysis of the data from the study showed that the rainbow diagram can give students an understanding of the coherence and structure of their academic writing. Through that understanding students can use knowledge of their work to reflect on what actions, if any, need to be taken to improve the coherence and structure of it. Undertaking this process can give students confidence in their writing. To facilitate use of the rainbow diagram, students were given instruction on how to interpret it. This was important, as all participants made some form of comparative reference between rainbow diagrams to help with their interpretation.

Participants were not wholly uncritical of the rainbow diagram. It was sometimes challenging to clearly distinguish a medium-grade essay from a high-grade or low-grade essay, though all participants did so. Whilst most participants were confident in interpreting the connections between the violet (introductory) and red (concluding) nodes, they were less confident in interpreting what it meant if intermediate-coloured nodes, from the main body of their work, were outliers from the centre of the rainbow diagram. Following on from this, most participants suggested that it would be useful to be able to place the computer cursor over a node and find out which sentence the node related to. Overall participants concluded that the rainbow diagram can help provide confidence in the structure and coherence of their academic writing and facilitate reflection on how structure and coherence might be improved.
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